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Wellbeing is still a relatively new concept in the workplace. 10 years ago

you might not have given much thought to your employees' physical or

mental health or how they impact on productivity, culture and bottom

line. 

 

 

 

But, with 78% of UK companies looking to have a wellbeing strategy in

place in the early 2020’s, we’re sure you’ve already been doing some

Googling of workplace wellbeing initiatives before you landed on this.

 

 

 

And because of that, we want to make this toolkit a bit different.

 

 

 

You won’t read anything about lunchtime yoga or beer fridges here and

we’ve tried to keep our ideas practical and cost-effective, and without the

need for long policy meetings before you can take action.

 

 

If you want to know more about how we support workplace wellbeing at

FidlLeaf, then head to fidlleaf.com.

Hi!

Want a printable version of this toolkit? Click Here

http://www.fidlleaf.com/
http://www.fidlleaf.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vp75561Rfz-FtdcVBgr52sfRKYLBU9VG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vp75561Rfz-FtdcVBgr52sfRKYLBU9VG/view?usp=sharing


I worked in an office with beer fridges
and ping pong tables - part of my
company's wellbeing initiative. It made
people feel pressured to stay late on a
Friday to socialise and I worried that if I
didn’t stay I wouldn’t fit in. The ping
pong tables didn’t get used as people
thought they might be seen as lazy by
management. This initiative had the
opposite effect to what it was
intended.
Jemma - a sales executive

WHY  IS  WELLBEING  ON  YOUR

AGENDA?

A few things before we get started:

It’s important to think about why wellbeing is actually

important to you as a company. If you can’t articulate why

then the initiative might not stick or be bought into by the

people.

 

It can help to think about what impact a ‘culture of
wellbeing’ could bring:

THE  IMPACT  OF  WELLBEING  AT

WORK

Because your competitors are ‘doing’ wellbeing?

Because the culture isn’t great?

Because stakeholders are demanding it?

Increased performance from staff

Reduced staff turnover

Reduction in absence, leaveism, presenteeism

Better talent and leadership development

Happier, more engaged employees

Before we get started have a think about what you

currently have in place and how you’re measuring

wellbeing at the moment. Have any of your past initiatives

been effective? 



WORKPLACE  WELLBEING  -  WHAT

THEY  THINK  IT  IS

A quick Google of any workplace wellbeing strategy or policy will show that the

majority focus on physical health and healthy eating. Even one of the biggest

charities in the UK have a wellbeing policy template that dedicates almost two

pages to fitness and diet, and only two lines of text to mental health.

Wellbeing is so much more than this. Perhaps it’s just easy to bring in some

fresh fruit and give discounted gym membership and tick the ‘wellbeing’ box.

But if you have a desire to go deeper than that then that’s what we are going to

try to achieve here in this guide.

WORKPLACE  WELLBEING  -  WHAT

WE  THINK  IT  IS

We believe that wellbeing is mental first. We also think that you can’t have truly

great workplace wellbeing if people don’t have good personal wellbeing but

we will get to that later.

Our favourite summary or encapsulation of workplace wellbeing comes from a

piece of research by ‘A Great Place To Work’ who identified four key areas that

make up wellbeing at work:

Values-aligned behaviour
Teamwork
Processes
Recognition

1.

2.

3.

4.

We love that these are simply four distinct areas of a business, or pillars if you

like, that can be taken by any company and addressed, no matter your size or

industry. The main part of this guide will focus on these.



Split the team into smaller groups, give each group a coloured pen and ask

them to take a piece of paper with a value on it and brainstorm around the

word or words. What does that word mean to them? What would they want it

to mean?

YOUR STRATEGY TO

DEVELOP A CULTURE OF

WORKPLACE WELLBE ING

Today, more than ever people want to know that the company they

work for is on a mission that their values align with. Deloitte’s 2018

research found this is especially true of the millennial generation who

are strongly attracted to innovative companies and 75% would even

consider taking a pay cut to work somewhere that is purpose-driven.

With this in mind consider how your company values are embedded into your

organisation. If you stopped someone in the corridor would they even know
what they are?

RUN  A  'VALUES  WORKSHOP '

Depending on the size of your company, it might be best to get

teams together to run this workshop. You'll need large sheets of

paper and coloured pens. Write each of the company's values in

the middle of each sheet - so one value per sheet.

VALUES -ALIGNED  BEHAVIOUR

If your values are merely words on the wall or listed on the company website

then now is the time to do something about it. No, we don’t mean rewrite them

- we promised cost-effective strategy and we don’t think you’ll be very popular

with your marketing department if you suggest a values-overhaul. There are

ways of bringing the existing company values to life and engaging the staff in

some fresh thinking around them.

Set the scene with the group. Explain that this is a workshop where you'd like to

invite everyone to be open and honest and contribute to it.



Now you have these statements it's time to make a fuss out of them!

WHAT  NEXT

After a few minutes rotate the groups round to the next sheet, keeping their

same coloured pen. As they rotate from sheet to sheet, have them circle any

statements that they really agree with and then add any more from their own

brainstorming. 

It's important that they think about the value in terms of

how it relates to them as staff, rather than for the benefit

of clients or customers. How can this value be described in

a way that it states how the team would like to operate?

No doubt, there may have been people in the workshop who will have rolled

their eyes, expecting this to be an initiative that lasts for five minutes. It's time to

prove them wrong.

Have each group brainstorm and debate and then scribble down as many

different statements that they can think of on the page.

Once every group has completed each sheet you should have a clear idea from

the circled statements which the most popular ones are. Debate them with the

entire team until you can select just one statement for each value.

Now you have a set of culture statements that:

are created by the team
are owned by the team
bring the values to life
describe what it means to embody the values

 

Your mission now is to drive these culture statements forward into the

behaviours and habits of the people. The best way to do this is through visual

reinforcement.



TEAMWORK

We are more connected yet less connected than ever before.

Technology has brought about a new era of working and

people are adjusting to remote-working and hot-desking, but

we still spend most of our life at work with our colleagues

and an important aspect of workplace wellbeing is for us to

get on with them.

So, how are you supporting teamwork within your company? Is there a feeling

that everyone is in it together and supporting each other? Or are people left to

fend for themselves? Is there a cliquey atmosphere that could make new

employees feel unwelcome or isolated?

Teamwork doesn’t have to be big or complex. Spending time on shared

projects or at workshops, even working on social events can have positive

effects. Think about how you can encourage team work in your organisation.

Put up a notice board, create posters and make sure the new

culture statements are prominently displayed around the office. If

you send out an internal newsletter or bulletin then make sure they

are in there.

Even if you already have a good working culture, don't be afraid to

communicate the purpose of the workshop and the culture statements across

the company and to your clients or customers. The impact of driving an

improved culture will reach them too, and the more people who understand

what your culture is about, the quicker it will become embedded.

Start a monthly recognition campaign (more on recognition soon) that

highlights people who have embodied the values described by the culture

statements. By doing this regularly it will ensure the statements stay fresh in

people's minds as they go about their day to day activities.

You will know the statements are truly embedded when the team begins to

'self-police' the statements and call each other out if they feel someone is not

living by the values they helped create. This is really driving a self-leadership
culture as well as a wellbeing one - and when everyone takes responsibility for

the culture they are helping to create you will have happier, more productive

people in the team.



PROCESSES

This may seem like an odd contributor of workplace wellbeing.

Processes is about staff having the tools and resources to do
their job properly, so that they are not stressed or frustrated just

trying to do their work. Broken systems and too much red tape

can have a surprisingly dramatic negative impact on wellbeing

so it’s worth considering an audit on processes to see if any are

causing undue negativity.

You may understand the pain of this yourself. 

 

 

If you’ve ever experienced computer problems that fail to get resolved, or a

long-winded and unnecessary paperwork process to get something completed

then you’ll know that it can really drag morale down.

Some simple reviews of how systems work within the company could make a

significant difference. This can be done via a survey or short interviews. Ask the

sales team if they struggle to get deals completed due to a complicated work

flow. Ask new hires if the application process had any snags that could be dealt

with. See what regular issues the IT department are having to sort out. If you can

go through the processes and iron these out you’ll be popular we’re sure! But

you will also reduce lag throughout the company, potentially impact on sales

but most importantly help everything to run better for the teams.

Make sure you write up what you’ve found and changed so it can be monitored

moving forward, Consider taking things further into a detailed company

handbook - we love GitLab’s approach to this (Google GitLab Handbook) and no

matter your industry, their approach to helping all staff to know all processes is

an inspiration.



It’s national Pi day (The 3.14 kind, not the delicious pastry topped kind) in

March - could you recognise the maths or spreadsheet whizz on your team? 

World smile day is in October - a perfect day to recognise your best customer

service providers.

A simple thank you goes a long way. 

 

A handwritten card does too. 

 

You could start an internal newsletter to celebrate individual’s professional and

personal successes. 

 

What appropriate national celebratory dates are there that fit with your brand

or company that you could jump on and tie in with recognition? 

A Danish company used a large

stuffed toy elephant as a symbol of

recognition. Staff were

encouraged to reward the

elephant to each other for

exemplary work, which then

sparked other people to ask "why

do you have the elephant"

encouraging the story to be

shared

RECOGNITION

Recognition is often overlooked or taken for granted. You may reward

salespeople for hitting targets, but if they’re only being rewarded

extrinsically and not intrinsically (being made to feel good!) then

you’re missing the mark.

Recognition does not have to have to expensive but it does have to be

consistent. Encourage the team to be involved by having some

printed recognition cards that they can give to each other. Reinforcing

peer-to-peer recognition as well as top down will have a positive

impact on morale.

MORE  IDEAS

Set up a recognition

channel in Slack so that

successes and

congratulations become a

regular part of the

conversation



None of these ideas are a sticking plaster or one-off initiative

that will have people high-fiving across the office. But they are

long term changes in behaviours that, in time, can drive a

positive change throughout an organisation. We don’t always

have to think big or dramatic to make a difference in people’s

working lives.

These four pillars of workplace wellbeing can be the

foundations of any wellbeing initiatives within your company.

Why not have them written somewhere as a reminder to ask

yourself “Are we building a culture of wellbeing here?”

TAKE I T  FURTHER WITH

A WELLBE ING POL ICY

Once you’ve got creative and thought of ways to bring the
four pillars to life and started to implement various ideas
then it’s time to produce a wellbeing policy that can
reinforce the work you’re doing and drive the wellbeing
culture through to staff, future employees and
stakeholders.

We’ve seen lots of template wellbeing policies available to
download online, but as we've said, most cover health and
fitness. Hopefully having read what we’ve covered so far
you can now add some ideas that promote the ‘feeling’ of
wellbeing as it sits under the four pillars.

Once you’ve created the policy be sure to share it, not just
with staff but also across social media. Select elements that
could make great featured blog posts or feature in your
next recruitment ads. Would this be worth contacting the
local press about? Don’t forget to have a notice board
somewhere prominent that follows the work you’re doing
to drive the wellbeing culture too. Keep a visual diary
somewhere so that people can see what’s been
implemented over time.

CONSISTENCY  IS  KEY



We wanted to leave you with some final
considerations on workplace wellbeing

that sit within our own ethos. 
Some of these you will recognise and

might have taken steps towards already,
but some aren’t always instantly thought

of as being connected to wellbeing:

Our research has found that when people are under stress at work and can’t

fully cope they don’t perform as well. Stress slows down problem-solving
ability which means that people will be less likely to make effective decisions. It

also can affect focus and concentration and cause people to be less intuitive
to others or their environment. All of this can have a dramatic impact over time

- imagine if it was your sales or customer service team?

CONS IDERAT IONS W ITH

WORKPLACE WELLBE ING

HOW  DO  YOUR  PEOPLE  COPE

WITH  WORK  STRESS?

Putting support mechanisms in place for the team can help them to cope in

times of stress or pressure. Have a think about whether work-stress is self-

imposed by the individuals or driven by the culture within the company. 

What can you do to reduce the pressure a team or an individual is under, so that

they can perform to their best?



Negative perfectionism can cause people to get less done because they will feel

that they aren’t good enough or their work is not of a good enough quality. 

 

Self-criticism can also drive down self-esteem, and if you have a team who are

under-confident, then no doubt they will also under-perform. 

 

How can you reduce levels of self-criticism in your people? Are there any

managers who are driving a critical nature through their team? How can you

support the teams to get the best out of themselves?

HOW  SELF -CRITICAL  ARE  YOUR

TEAM?

Some people think that a good dose of self-criticism can help a team to achieve

more because it raises standards. We disagree. Too much self-criticism in an

individual can cause their own negativity to spill out onto other people which

can damage culture.

Assertiveness is not often thought of as a wellbeing area, but being

comfortable in being assertive can make a big difference to one’s personal

wellbeing and workplace wellbeing.

HOW  COMFORTABLE  ARE  YOUR

PEOPLE  WITH  BEING  ASSERTIVE?

Not to be confused with being bossy, assertiveness is about being able to

communicate a viewpoint and express an opinion. People who are comfortable

being assertive will have better communication skills and most likely have

better overall wellbeing, because they won’t dwell on things they wish they had

said. Assertive people will also be more confident and comfortable around

others.

If you have a team who are passive and avoid expressing themselves then think

about what you’re missing out on, in terms of contribution to the company.

How can you support your people with better assertiveness skills and encourage

them to express themselves?



HOW  TO  EXPLORE  THIS  MORE

Staff surveys often don't uncover the true feelings and behaviours of the

individuals

Self-reporting assessments are too subjective

Nothing seems to provide accurate measurability, 

You might be wondering how you can address these four questions...

 

 

 

 

and that's why we created FidlLeaf. If you've enjoyed this guide then you're

already on the same page as us :)

 

So if you'd like to know more about our workplace wellbeing platform then

please read on...

DO  YOUR  PEOPLE  HAVE  A  SENSE

OF  PURPOSE  AND  SELF -DIRECTION?

People who have a good sense of self-direction will be better performers

because they will be consistent and committed to what they feel is right. They

will have a good inner perception of what they want and where they are going

and will have a sense of wellbeing if they feel the company is aligned to their

own purpose. They will set goals and pursue them.

If individuals don’t have a good sense of self-direction then they may push

towards unattainable goals, or shift from one to another with no sense of

commitment - this isn’t good for their own wellbeing or for the company and

they are at higher risk of leaving or displaying presenteeism at work.

Hopefully some of our tips from earlier about values-aligned behaviour will

support individuals to find a better sense of direction and purpose, but what

else can you do to foster healthy self-direction? After all, people with these

qualities are more loyal, committed employees which means better staff

retention, better productivity and better workplace wellbeing.



We are looking for teams to be part of our beta-launch. If you want to

see what your team could be after one year's access to FidLeaf then

get in touch:

 

hello@fidlleaf.com
 

fidlleaf.com
 

If you just want to share some feedback on the guide then that's cool

too, please drop us a line. 

Our brand-new workplace wellbeing platform measures 10 key

wellbeing areas using Nobel-Prize nominated science.

 

We deliver the collective data to you, pinpointing exactly which areas

need development. You can ensure any initiatives you put in place

target the needs of your people.

 

But that's not the best bit... 

 

FidlLeaf also supports each individual with access to their own hub,

delivering tailored support content depending on their results, so

that they can take charge of their own development plan. 

 

No jargon. No dry corporate training videos. No cartoons or bots.

 

Let your team chart a pathway to all that they can be with FidlLeaf.

WANT  TO  KNOW  MORE?

To download a print-friendly version of this toolkit Click Here

http://www.fidlleaf.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vp75561Rfz-FtdcVBgr52sfRKYLBU9VG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vp75561Rfz-FtdcVBgr52sfRKYLBU9VG/view?usp=sharing

